ΕΠΑΡΧΙΑΚΟΣ ΣΥΝΔΕΣΜΟΣ ΜΠΟΟΥΛΙΝΓΚ ΑΜΜΟΧΩΣΤΟΥ

INSTRUCTIONS TO F.B.C MEMBERS FOR THE SEASON 2021-22
Limassol, September 15, 2021
SUBJECT: Guidelines and Precautions due to Covid-19 during all the official competitions of the club.

After the recent Instructions, Regulations, Government directions and following the latest
instructions of the Ministry of Health, which were adopted fully by the club "Famagusta Bowling
Club", in order to comply with them, in cooperation with the bowling alley “ALIEN Bowling”, the
below measures are affective immediately:
1. All athletes / members must have a valid SAFE PASS.
2. The equipment/balls that are used during the league, should not be shared with other
members at any point of time.
3. All athletes / members are requested to follow the hand hygiene procedures both before and
after each game, as well as to wear a mask when are not actively being part of the game or
during the break.
4. During the league, every effort should be made so that the athletes / members will keep the
social distance and limit the people in direct contact.
5. During the games:
- Any celebrations or any other habits that bring athletes / members very close to each
other should be limited.
- The equipment that is used should be personal, including the bowling balls and shoes.
6. It is strictly forbidden for any spectators to enter the league area, unless there is an exception
from a member of the committee.
7. Athletes / members should keep the social distance behind the lanes while waiting.
8. Physical contact between athletes is prohibited.
9. The useless movement in both sitting area and in front of the lanes is prohibited.
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ΕΠΑΡΧΙΑΚΟΣ ΣΥΝΔΕΣΜΟΣ ΜΠΟΟΥΛΙΝΓΚ ΑΜΜΟΧΩΣΤΟΥ

ADDITIONAL DECISIONS FROM CAPTAINS MEETING 12/1/2022
STELIOS PANAGIOTOU & SONS LTD PREMIER LEAGUE
1. In addition to the Ministry of Health directives applied by the management of MY MALL, the
club will apply further precaution measures as follows:
a. All members without vaccination history should have a valid 24-hour Rapid Test.
b. All members who have received 1, 2 or doses of vaccine and those with a COVID-illness
certificate should present a 72-hour valid Rapid Test or a valid 24h Self-Test which must be sent to
any member of the committee via Viber.
2. In case of any positive case and / or direct contact with one, the following procedure will apply:
a. The team should inform the club immediately in writing.
b. The team should send any evidence to support any COVID positive incidents.
c. A game will be postponed only in cases where one of the teams will have less than 3
available (non-positive cases or contact with a positive case) players.
d. In a case of an absent player due to COVID, the average of the team will be used as his score
during that game.
d. After the Club’s Committee verify the supporting evidences, will proceed in
informing the involved teams about the outcome (the match might be postponed or not).
e. The postponed match will be set at a later date and time depending on availability at ALIEN
Bowling.
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